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Introduction:
Who is in Charge?

Is the industrialised world moving to the left or to the right? The last thirty
years have seen decisive shifts in the balance of political leadership in the
advanced democracies, these sea-changes often characteristic of the politics of
the era. The elections of Thatcher and Reagan opened an era of the free-market
right that dominated the 1980s. Bill Clinton’s election as US President in 1992
was a harbinger of a revived centre-left that, by the end of the 1990s, held
power in Italy, the UK, Germany and elsewhere. Of course, there were
exceptions: witness France’s François Mitterrand and Spain’s José María Aznar
in those two decades. That said (and in the spirit of the exception proving the
rule) the characterisation of particular eras as being the domain of the ‘right’ or
the ‘left’ holds.

The Policy Exchange Global Political Monitor tracks these shifts. Even in a less
ideological post-Cold War world, the differences matter. They reflect distinct
approaches to taxation, spending, regulation, the environment and issues of war
and peace. Kevin Rudd’s recent victory in Australia has led to an immediate
reversal of his predecessor’s policies on the Kyoto Accord and on troop
deployment in Iraq, just as the victory of the Spanish socialists in 2004 saw a
sharp change in the lines trammelled by their foreign and social policy. In
Britain, taxation and spending are far higher after a decade of Labour. National
idiosyncrasies and the pressure of circumstance can modify the impact of
ideology, yet ideology still has a practical, global effect.

Our analysis covers the thirty member states of the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD). This group accounts for more than half of
the world’s economic output while being readily comparable in terms of political
infrastructure and economy. There are still a handful of cases that do not easily fit,
such as the grand coalition of left and right in Germany (though even some grand
coalitions, such the ruling coalition in Luxembourg, have massively dominant
centre-left or centre-right partners), but a fine analysis of the government
composition and its policy in most cases yields the necessary fault-lines.

The Monitor is in four parts. In the first, we take a snapshot of the political
balance across industrial democracies and examine some of the longer term
trends that have brought us to this position. Secondly, we look at the elections
that took place in 2007 and the extent to which the industrialised world swung
by virtue of these elections. We concentrate here on lower house elections that
lead to a change in government and the elections of executive presidencies.
Thirdly, we introduce The balance of power table for 2007, a comprehensive
guide to the nature and composition of governments across OECD countries.
Finally, we look to the future, discuss the prospects for 2008 and take a view on
the potentially choppy waters ahead.
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1
Snapshot: Centre-right prevail in
leading economies1

The end of year picture saw the centre-right once again take centre stage. At
31st December 2007, 66% of the economic output of the world’s most
industrialised economies enjoyed the stewardship of governments or coalitions
of the centre-right. This is more than three times the proportion under the
stewardship of the centre-left, who in total govern only around twenty percent
of the whole. It represents a significant share of total global output: the thirty
countries of the OECD, with a combined GDP of over $35 trillion, account
for more than half of the GDP of the world.

A breakdown by population shows much the same picture. By the end of 2007,
66% of the OECD’s population was under the stewardship of governments or
coalitions controlled by the centre-right. OECD population accounts for
around one sixth of that of world.

The group portrait saw fourteen OECD governments in the hands of the centre-
right, compared with ten of the centre-left. Among the centre-right's number are

Two thirds of the world's industrialised economy and population is
under the stewardship of the centre-right

Type of Government No. of OECD Countries Total GDP PPP GDP as percentage of

with that Government USD (millions) total OECD GDP

Centre-right 14 24,267,477 65.9

Centre-left 10 7,895,651 21.4

Grand Coalition 5 4,264,583 11.6

Other 1 392,706 1.1

TOTAL 30 36,820,417 100

Type of Government No. of OECD Countries Population Population as a percentage

with that Government of total OECD population

Centre-right 14 774,180,287 66.3

Centre-left 10 254,224,081 21.8

Grand Coalition 5 127,281,896 10.9

Other 1 10,478,617 0.9

TOTAL 30 1,166,164,881 100

Centre-right

Centre-left

Grand Coalition

Other

66.3

21.8
10.9

0.9

Centre-right

Centre-left

Grand Coalition

Other

65.9

21.4
11.6

1.1

Figure 1: OECD economies by type of

government as at 31.12.2007

Figure 2: Population of industrialised

world split by type of government as at

31.12.2007

1.All figures on this page taken from UN Statistics Department: see Appendix A
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the two biggest OECD countries by economy and population: the USA and Japan.
Their presence goes some way to explaining the large preponderence of the right
over the left in this picture. Even so, the snapshot remains only part of the story.

Trends: The Story of 2007

2007 was a brimming electoral year for members of the OECD. There were ten
governmental elections and a further presidential election in South Korea. Of these
elections, eight – Finland, France, Ireland, Turkey, Greece, Poland, Denmark and
Korea – were won by the centre-right. Only one, Australia, was won by the centre-
left. One, Iceland, resulted in the formation of a grand coalition and one, Belgium,
remained in the throes of electoral chaos.

Of the eleven elections, only four – France, Poland, Australia and Korea – returned
new heads of government. The centre-right lost two governments. To the centre-left
they lost Australia, while also losing Iceland, who convened a grand coalition. The
centre-left remained on ten governments, gaining Australia while losing Belgium.

In the denouement the percentage swings in terms of population and economy
moved slightly away from the centre-right. At 31st December 2006, 69.7% of
the world's industrialised economy was under the stewardship of centre right
governments. By 31st December 2007, this had been reduced to 65.9%, a drop
of nearly 4 percentage points. Note, in absolute terms this still represented a
proportion over three times that of the centre-left. The population drop was less
pronounced. The year began with 68.2% of the industrialised world's population

The hegemony of the right was checked in 2007

Figure 4: 2007 in numbers

31 December 2006 31 December 2007 (swing)

Number of OECD Governments

Centre-right 16 14 (-2)

Centre-left 10 10 (-)

Grand Coalitions 4 5 (+1)

Undetermined 0 1 (+1)

Percentage of OECD economy

Centre-right 69.7 65.9 (-3.8)

Centre-left 20.6 21.4 (+0.8)

Grand Coalitions 11.5 11.6 (+0.1)

Undetermined 0 1.1 (+1.1)

Percentage of OECD population

Centre-right 68.2 66.3 (-1.9)

Centre-left 20.9 21.8 (+0.9)

Grand Coalitions 10.9 10.9 (-)

Undetermined 0 0.9 (+0.9)

GDP Population

70

69

68

67

66

65

64

%

2006 2007 2006 2007

Figure 3: 2007 showed small swings

away from the centre right in terms of

the GDP and Population under the

stewardship of their governments.
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under the stewardship of the centre-right. This had dropped to 66.3% at the
year's end.

Yet we should be chary before using these figures to proclaim either an end to
the resurgence of the right or indeed a revivification of the centre-left. Last year
saw increased numbers of grand coalitions and electoral difficulties (pale orange
line, fig. 5). There are now five grand coalitions among the governments of the
OECD countries. Many reasons have been suggested for this including the
perceived confluence of left and right and the scramble for the centre ground,
tangible in many modern democracies. Voter turnout for both left and right is
generally in decline. As a result the traditional coalitions, such as the CDU-
FDP coalition in Germany, are increasingly difficult to put together. Perhaps,
in fact, the real winner in 2007 was indecision?

Context: The Longer Term Trends

The snapshot of centre- right dominance in 2007 reflects a shift that began
around the turn of the millennium. George W. Bush captured (and retained)
the American Presidency; Silvio Berlusconi took power in Italy in 2001; in
Portugal Antonio Guterres, an emblematic centre-left moderniser, was forced to
resign and his party lost to the centre-right in 2002. Later elections such as that
of Stephen Harper in Canada in 2006 have reinforced the trend. The centre-
left has rapidly degenerated, while the centre-right has consolidated and
strengthened.

The question for analysts is whether this year's slight bucking of that trend is a
blip or indeed whether it signals a more fundamental sea-change. Australian
Prime Minister Kevin Rudd might represent a new direction for the global tilt,
or he may be simply be an outlier as Aznar was in the late 1990s. We have
mentioned above that, Australia aside, the centre-left did not significantly
benefit from this stalling. Further evidence that this year may have been an
anomaly rather than a turning point comes from South Korea, where on 19th
December, conservative reformer and economic liberaliser Lee Myung-bak was
voted in, over defeated UNDP candidate Chung Dong-young. We shall see.

Global Political Monitor 2007 | 7
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Figure 5: Number of Governments in

OECD countries by type of government

1997- 2007

Type of Governmen tNumber of OECD countries with that Government by 31st December in the year

2007 – end 2007 - beginning 2002 1997

Centre-right 14 16 17 11

Centre-left 10 10 12 17

Grand Coalition 5 4 1 2

No Government 1 0 0 0
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2
Election Review 2007

2007 saw the traditional bastions of the centre-left fall increasingly into abeyance.
Record losses for the social democrats were posited in Denmark and Finland, along
with strong victories for the centre-right in a number of states. Each election had
its own story: the broader narrative, however, is that of the centre-left and its
fragmentation.

Finland
Another victory for incumbent Prime Minister Matti Vanhanen, leader of the
Centre Party, who formed a government with the National Coalition, the
Greens and the Swedish People’s Party. This centre-right coalition calls itself the
“blue-green government.”

For the Social Democrats, the result was the worst since 1962. 8 seats were lost and
15% fewer votes were won than in 2003. This sparked an internal investigation,
focussing upon their election tactics and a misfiring campaign that had a simplistic
anti-conservative message. The trade union SAK, strongly associated with SDP,
showed a television commercial in which a rotund capitalist stuffs himself at a
banquet and laughs, “workers do not vote”. It has now been consigned to Youtube2.

France
With the UMP winning the legislative election, though by less than expected,
Nicolas Sarkozy did likewise in the presidential run off. Taking the baton from
Jacques Chirac he duly despatched Segolene Royal, the candidate heading the
United Left. The campaign was marked, as ever, by negative campaigning, with
many ‘anyone but Sarkozy’3 posters in urban and rural areas.

Sarkozy has already proven himself to be a shrewd political actor with a series of
astute gambits. He appointed Bernard Kouchner, the left-wing founder of
Médecins Sans Frontières, as his foreign minister, leading to Kouchner’s expulsion
from the Socialist Party. Policy-wise: during the G8 summit in Heiligendamm,
Sarkozy set a goal of reducing French CO2 emissions by 50% by 2050. At the
same time he has fulfilled his pledge to partially revoke the inheritance tax, while

The elections in 2007 showed a continued fragmentation of
support for the centre-left and ‘traditional’ social democrats

2. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLx-xnBEswo

3. The Demonisation of Sarkozy' The Times, 1 May 2007

Date: 18 March

Winner: Matti Vanhanen, coalition

of Centre Party, National

Coalition, Greens,

Swedish People’s Party

(125 of 200 seats)

Analysis: remains centre right with

substantial disintegration

of centre left

Date: 6 May

Winner: Nicolas Sarkozy, Union for

a Popular Movement

Analysis: governing party remains

centre-right in party

though moves further to

the right in terms of policy
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4. Croakley 'Politics in the Republic of Ireland' at p.129
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not reducing state expenditure. In the wake of recent union protests he has stood
firm and is regarded, if not with universal popularity, as a more market oriented
reformer and substantial political figure than his predecessor.

Iceland
In a week, Iceland’s political landscape changed. The centre-right coalition
of the Independence Party and the centrist Progressive Party won the
election, but only just: 32 to the opposition’s 31, principally due to
considerable losses for the Progressive Party. After five days of speculation, it
was decided that the government would resign. Later that day, the leaders of
the Independence Party and of the largest opposition party, the Social
Democratic Alliance, agreed a new majority grand coalition. Haarde
formally resigned on 18th May on behalf of his outgoing government.
Simultaneously, he was assigned by President Ólafur Ragnar Grímsson the
mandate to form the new one.

A confluence of left and right, this grand coalition’s manifesto states that it will
focus on children, the elderly and the environment. The government will lower
taxes, raise benefits and invest heavily in education and transportation. Exactly
how the grand coalition takes these decisions remains to be seen.

Ireland
Fianna Fáil won this one but at a cost. Opposition party Fine Gael won an increased
share of the vote and seats at the expense of the smaller parties and independents.
Negotiations began the following week for the formation of the new government,
with Bertie Ahern stating his preferred option to be a coalition of Fianna Fáil, the
Progressive Democrats and like-minded independents. The Fine Gael leader, Enda
Kenny, did not rule out forming an alternative government, insisting that he would
talk to all parties except Fianna Fáil and Sinn Féin. The election for Taoiseach took
place in the Dáil on 14 June with Bertie Ahern victorious.

A note on Fianna Fáil: though it began as a leftist party, it is a member in the
European Parliament of the right wing nationalist group, Union of European
Nations. Fine Gael, its main rival, also happens to be a centre-right party, their
differences both rooted in past disputes and in modern questions of approach.4

Belgium
Coalitions are both the bedrock and bane of Belgian politics. There are 150 seats
in the lower house, with senate seats allocated on the basis of an unequal split
between Flemish and Francophone electoral colleges. Add this to the gumbo of
political factions and the current sour taste becomes almost unavoidable.

Of the Flemish parties, Yves Leterme’s centre-right CD&V/N-VA coalition
increased its share of the vote. Prime minister Guy Verhofstadt’s left of centre

Date: 12 May

Winner: Geir Haarde, coalition of

Independence Party and

Social Democratic

Alliance (43 of 63 seats)

Analysis: grand coalition of centre-

right and centre-left takes

us further to the left

Date: 24 May

Winner: Bertie Ahern, coalition of

Fianna Fáil, Green Party,

Progressive Democrats

and four independents (89

of 166 seats)

Analysis: remains centre-right

Date: 10 June

Winner: as yet no-one

Analysis: amidst the mess, gains

for centre-right and

greens, disintegration of

centre-left
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5, See http://www.belgium.be/eportal
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“purple coalition,” lost out, the socialist SP.A/SPIRIT part of his coalition losing
even more than Verhofstadt’s own liberal Open VLD coalition. As for the
Francophones: unlike Verhofstadt’s struggling Open VLD, its Francophone sister
party Mouvement Réformateur (with whom they intend to form a coalition in
the new parliament) managed to defeat the long-dominant Parti Socialiste (PS).
The biggest gains were for the environmentalist party Ecolo, who have formed a
green coalition with Flemish sister party Groene! (exclamation mark theirs, not
ours). Perhaps it was with a sigh of relief that immediately after the election,
Verhofstadt handed in his resignation to King Albert.

Due to differences in constitutional reform policy between the Flemish and
Francophone parties, the negotiations to form a new government proceeded
and continue to proceed with much difficulty. Leterme has made four
attempts to form a coalition government, with King Albert interceding
twice. The latest news is that Verhofstadt has been asked by King Albert to
return for three months and help put together a budget, pending another
attempt by Leterme to get going in spring 20085.

Turkey
Turkey’s 16th general election resulted in significant endorsement of the
incumbent Justice and Development Party and its leader Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, returning him with a substantial majority. Former lemonade-seller
and Islamist, Erdogan has recently attempted to recast himself as a pro-
Western conservative and sees Turkey’s membership of the EU as vital to
this. In his homeland, he has the welcome reputation of being incorruptible.

The election was fought mostly on Turkey’s debate over secularism and the
controversial presidential election held earlier in 2007. The outcome of this
election, which brought the Turkish and Kurdish ethnic/nationalist parties
(MHP and DTP) into the parliament was marred by problems with the
process – or indeed lack of process – casting electoral legitimacy repeatedly
into doubt.

Greece
The right of centre New Democracy under the leadership of Kostas Karamanlis
won a second term with with 41.8%, defeating George Papandreou and
PASOK with 38.1%. The socialist movement saw a general fragmentation, in
line with other European countries. The Ecologist Greens, contesting their first
general election, became the largest extra-parliamentary party. Karamanlis’
majority was diminished, an oft-cited reason being his allegedly insubstantial
response the the fires that raged across the Peleponnese.

Karamanlis is nephew of former Greek President and New Democracy founder
Constantine Karamanlis. He is a liberal reformer par excellence and has
implemented supply-side reforms in many public services. He has liberalised

Date: 22 July

Winner: Recep Tayyip Erdogan,

Justice and Development

Party (341 of 550 seats)

Analysis: remains to the right

Date: 16 September

Winner: Kostas Karamanlis, New

Democracy (152 of 300

seats)

Analysis: remains centre-right
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the labour markets and resisted union demands for pay rises. On re-election he
pledged to continue his programme, which has brought sustained economic
growth of around 4% during his premiership.

Poland
Controversial politician and former child film star Jaroslaw Kaczynski of the
rightist Law and Justice Party lost his position to centre-right Civic Platform’s
Donald Tusk, whose new cabinet won the vote of confidence in the Sejm on
November 24, 2007. Civic Platform achieved nearly 40% of the votes. Tusk has
since impressed with a series of centre-right policies, including a flat tax of 15%,
privatisation of national industries and a reversion to a first past the post system.
His platform has echoes of Sarkozy in France and even Reinfeldt in Sweden.

Kaczynski’s defeat brings a polarising and abrasive period in Polish politics to
an end, with a shift from a populist right to a more mainstream, pro-market
centre-right. Kaczynski’s twin brother Lech however remains installed as
President.

Denmark
Anders Fogh Rasmussen will continue for a third term in a centre-right
coalition, albeit with a reduced majority. His latest government consists of the
Liberals and the Conservative People’s Party, the latter being a solidly right of
centre organisation who would cap Danish tax at a flat 50%. This is in
contradistinction to the more ‘moderate’ Rasmussen, whose top tax band is
68%.

The Danish parliament has a total of 179 seats, four of which are reserved for
Denmark’s overseas territories. The governing Liberal-Conservative coalition
secured 64 seats, which combined with the 25 seats of the Danish People’s
Party, secured it 89 seats, one seat short of the desired majority. The missing
seat was secured by the Faroese election of former prime minister Edmund
Joensen (Union Party), a result which has all manner of ramifications for
Denmark’s version of the ‘West Lothian’ question. Joensen6 has said that he will
only vote on Danish legislation in order to keep the government together.

Australia
Eleven years of John Howard and they grew tired of his face. The swing to
Labor in 2007 was the largest since 1983 and the fifth-largest defeat of any
elected government since Federation. In addition, Howard lost his own seat of
Bennelong to Labor’s Maxine McKew, becoming only the second sitting Prime
Minister to be defeated in his own electorate.

Incomer Kevin Rudd is a left of centre reformer in the Blair-Schroeder mould.
Given the relative unpopularity of new Liberal Party leader Brendan Nelson,

Date: 21 October

Winner: Donald Tusk, Coalition of

Civic Platform and the

People's Peasant Party

(240 of 460 seats)

Analysis: movement to centre-right,

perhaps from a further

right position

Date: 13 November

Winner: Anders Fogh Rasmussen,

Coalition of Liberal,

Conservatives, Danish

People’s Party and

Edmund Joensen of the

Faroe Islands (90 of 179

seats)

Analysis: remains centre right

Date: 24 November

Winner: Kevin Rudd, Labor (latest:

83 of 150 seats)

Analysis: swing to the centre-left
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many harbingers now predict a spell in the wilderness for them, consonant with
the difficulties of a party adjusting after a long period in government.

Republic of Korea
Former chairman of Hyundai, Lee Myung-bak, has emerged the comprehensive
victor in the Korean Presidential election. Lee has campaigned on a platform of
economic improvement: his ‘747’ pledge is that he will raise annual growth to
7 percent, double the country’s per capita income to $40,000 and lift Korea to
among the world’s top seven economies.

Previous incumbent, Roh Moo-hyun of the centre-left Uri Party, had been
involved in a series of scandals that stalled his programme for tax and labour
reform. His final gambit was to offer a grand coalition to Lee’s Grand National
Party. The offer was declined, leading ultimately to the splintering of the Uri
party and the formation of the UNDP.

Lee takes charge in February 2008.

Date: 19 December

Winner: Lee Myung-bak, Grand

National Party

Analysis: swing to the centre-right7
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Country

Australia

Austria

Belgium

Canada

Year of last

Lower

House

General or

Executive

Presidential

Election

2007

2006

2007

2006

Chief Executive Officer

Prime Minister Kevin

Rudd (Labor)

Chancellor Alfred

Gusenbauer (Social

Democratic Party, in a

coalition with ÖVP)

Prime Minister Guy

Verhofstadt (Interim

coalition pending

Leterme's arrival in

2008)

Prime Minister Stephen

Harper (Conservative)

Lower House by Seats

(change during 2007 election) 8

� Liberal 55 (-20)

� National 10 (-3)

� Labor 83(+23)

� Others 2 (-)

� Social Democratic Party (SPÖ) 68

� Austrian People''s Party (ÖVP) 66

� Freedom Party of Austria (FPÖ) 21

� The Greens (Grüne) 21

� Alliance for the Future of Austria

(BZO) 7

� Christian Democratic and Flemish –

New Flemish Alliance 30 (+8)

� Reformist Movement 23 (-1)

� Flemish Interest 17 (-1)

� Open VLD 18 (-7)

� Socialist Party 20 (-5)

� Socialist Party – Different Spirit 14 (-9)

� Humanist Democratic Centre 10 (+2)

� Ecolo-Green! 12 (+12)

� List Dedecker 5 (+5)

� National Front 1(-)

� Conservative Party 126

� Liberal Party 96

Left or Right

Centre-Left

Grand Coalition

In transit

Centre-right

Comments

Centre-left reformer Kevin Rudd has

professed an admiration for third way

politics and a dislike for 'Thatcherism and

its Australian derivatives.'9

Gusenbauer, leader of this very strong

grand coalition, is a socialist of long

standing, having been involved with the

movement at youth level. He was

appointed on 12 January 2007.

After much tumult, the deal on the table is

that Verhofstadt's coalition will take charge

for three months. Leterme will then take

over. Whether this takes place remains to

be seen.

Harper's minority government is centre-

right. He has cut some taxes (e.g. the

3
The Balance of Power Table 2007

What does centre-right and centre-left government in the industrialised world
actually look like? The balance of power table features each of the thirty
OECD governments. It indicates each government's ideology, as well as how
strong and how stable it is. It develops the political position of each country,
throwing into relief the balance of left and right throughout the industrialised
world.

8. Note: parties that form the government are in bold

9. Rudd's first speech. See http://www.aph.gov.au/house/members/firstspeech.asp?id=83t
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Czech Republic

Denmark

Finland

France

2006

2007

2007

2007

Mirek Topolanek

(ODS, leading a

coalition of ODS, KDU-

CSL and Green Party)

Anders Fogh

Rasmussen (Liberals,

leading a coalition of

Liberals, Danish

People's Party,

Conservative People's

Party and Edmund

Joensen)

Prime Minister Matti

Vanhanen (Centre

Party, leading a

coalition of the Centre

Party, the National

Coalition Party, Greens,

Swedish People's

Party)

President Nicolas

Sarkozy (UMP)

� Bloc Quebecois 49

� New Democratic Party 30

� Independent 4

� Vacant 4

� Civic Democratic Party (ODS) 81

� Czech Social Democratic Party

(CSSD) 74

� Communist Party of Bohemia and

Moravia (KSCM) 26

� Christian Democratic Union –

Czechoslovak People's Party

(KDU-CSL) 13

� Green Party (SZ) 6

� Liberals 46 (-6)

� Social Democrats 45 (-2)

� Danish People's Party 25 (+1)

� Socialist People's Party 23 (+12)

� Conservative People's

Party 18 (-)

� Social Liberal Party 9 (-8)

� New Alliance 5 (+5)

� Red-Green Alliance 4 (-2)

� Centre Party 51(-4)

� National Coalition Party

50 (+10)

� Social Democratic Party of Finland

45 (-8)

� Left Alliance 17 (-2)

� Green League 15 (+1)

� Christian Democrats 7 (-)

� Swedish People's Party 9 (+1)

� True Finns 5 (+2)

� MUUT 1 (+1)10

� UMP 313

� New Centre 22

� Movement for France 1

� Miscellaneous Right Wing 9

� Total: Presidential Majority

(Right) 345

� Socialist Party 186

� French Communist Party 15

� Left Radical Party 7

Centre-right

Centre-right

Centre-right

Centre-right

Federal Goods and Service Tax) and

finance minister Jim Flaherty has

undertaken to cut various other taxes

(though he did renege on a promise not to

tax income trusts).

Topolanek's weak government finally won

a vote of confidence in the Chamber of

Deputies with at the second attempt. His

centre-right coalition took office on 19

January 2007. Note: the Czech Republic

elections repeatedly produce weak

governments. One of the reasons is the

other parties' refusal to recognise the

Communist Party though they are

supported by a significant block of the

electorate.

Centre-right Rasmussen remains in power,

but with the narrowest of majorities. His

policies include freezing taxes at 68%

(though Conservative colleagues would

have him lower it to a flat rate of 50%) and

limiting immigration.

Vanhanen not only managed another

centre-right coalition government but also

saw his centre-left opposition disintegrate.

A self-confessed, reluctant 'EU

pragmatist,' Vanhanen's government has

lowered taxes including corporation tax.

France continued with the centre-right and

indeed perhaps went further: Sarkozy is

clearly more market-economy driven than

previous UMP incumbent Jacques Chirac.

10. http://www.yle.fi/vaalit/tulospalvelu/index.htm
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Germany

Greece

Hungary

Iceland

Ireland

Italy

2005

2007

2006

2007

2007

2006

Chancellor Angela

Merkel (CDU, leading

CDU-CSU and SPD

coalition)

Prime Minister Kostas

Karamanlis (New

Democratic Party)

Prime Minister Ferenc

Gyurcsány (Hungarian

Socialist Party)

Prime Minister Geir. H.

Haarde (Independence

Party, leading a coalition

of Independence party

and Social Democratic

Alliance)

Taoiseach Bertie Ahern

(Fianna Fáil, leading a

coalition of Green

Party and Progressive

Democrats with the

support of 4 out of 5

independents)

Prime Minister Romano

Prodi (The Union

Coalition)

� The Greens 4

� Total: United Left 227

� Democratic Movement 3

� Regionalists and Separatists 1

� Miscellaneous 1

� CDU 180

� CSU 46

� Social Democratic Party (SPD) 222

� Free Democratic Party 61

� The Left Party PDS 54

� Alliance '90/The Greens 51

� New Democracy 152 (-13)

� Panhellenic Socialist Movement 102

(-15)

� Communist Party of Greece 22 (+10)

� Coalition of the Radical Left 14 (+8)

� Popular Orthodox Rally 10 (+10)

� Hungarian Socialist Party 186

� Alliance of Free Democrats 18

� Joint Candidates MSZP-SDZ-SDZP 6

� Fidesz-KDNP 164

� Hungarian Democratic Forum 11

� Association for Somogy 1

� Independence Party 25 (+3)

� Social Democratic Alliance 18 (-2)

� Left-Green Movement 9 (+4)

� Progressive Party 7 (-5)

� Liberal Party 4 (-)

� Fianna Fáil 77 (-4)

� Fine Gael 52 (+20)

� Labour Party 20 (-)

� Green Party 6 (-)

� Sinn Fein 4 (-1)

� Progressive Democrats 2 (-6)

� Ceann Comhairle (speaker) 1(-)

� Independent 5 (-8)

� The Union Coalition 348

� The House of Freedoms Coalition 281

� Other 1

Grand Coalition

Centre-right

Centre-left

Grand Coaltion

Centre-right

Centre-left

Centre-right Merkel presides over a grand

coalition cabinet in which 8 of the 16 seats

are taken by Social Democrats.

Karamanlis' re-election, allied to his slight

majority and conservative policy base

mean that Greece has one of the more

stable centre-right governments.

In 2006, Gyurcsány became the first

Hungarian prime minister to be re-elected

since 1990. Despite this, his government

remains deeply unpopular.

Haarde's party should be the senior party

in the grand coalition.

Support for Bertie Ahern has, according to

some opinion polls, dropped since the

last election, after a row about

government pay rises.

Prodi's victory was actually far tighter than

the result in seats first appears, owing to

nuances of Italian electoral procedure. In

addition, Berlusconi is a formidable

opponent who is likely to re-emerge. A

poll held on 26th February 2007, places
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Japan

Korean Republic

Luxembourg

Mexico

Netherlands

2005

2007

2004

2006

2006

Prime Minister Yasuo

Fakuda (Liberal

Democratic Party)

President Roh Moo-

hyun (Uri Party) – to be

replaced in Feb 2008

by President Lee

Myung-bak (Grand

National Party)

Prime Minister Jean-

Claude Juncker (CSV,

in a coalition with the

LSAP)

President Felipe

Calderón (National

Action Party - PAN)

Prime Minister Jan Peter

Balkenende (Christian

Democratic Appeal,

leading a coalition of

CDA, Labour Party,

Christian Union)

� Liberal Democratic Party 296

� Democratic Party of Japan 113

� New Komeito Party 31

� Japanese Communist Party 9

� Social Democratic Party 7

� People's New Party 4

� New Party Nippon 1

� New Party Daichi 1

� Others 18

� Uri Party 152

� Grand National Party 121

� Democratic Labour Party 10

� Millenium Democratic Party 9

� United Liberal Democrats 4

� Others 3

� CSV 24

� LSAP 14

� Democratic Party 10

� Greens 7

� ADR 5

� National Action Party 20711

� Coalition for the Good of All 157

� Alliance for Mexico 123

� Social Democratic and Peasant

Alternative 9

� New Alliance 4

� CDA 41

� Christian Union 6

� Labour Party 33

� Socialist Party 25

� People's Party 22

� Freedom Party 9

Centre-right

Centre-left – to

swing to centre-

right in 2008

Centre-right

Centre-right

Grand Coalition

Berlusconi's House of Freedom, the

centre-right opposition alliance, at 51%,

three points ahead of the party in power.

In Japan, both government and major

opposition are centre-right. Fukuda's Liberal

Democratic Party has a large lower house

majority, yet in the upper house elections in

2007 was overtaken by the Democratic

Party of Japan, who became the largest

party in the upper house for the first time.

This in part prompted the resignation of

Fukuda's predecessor, Shinzo Abe.

In power, Roh Moo-hyun's Uri Party had a

decent lead in the lower house. Yet

incoming Lee Myung-bak is in many ways

the opposite of his predecessor, an

'economic hard man'. He enjoyed a

healthy victory over the UNDP party

candidate in the recent Presidential

election. Had Lee assumed office before

the end of the year, Korea should have

been a major influence in these statistics.

As it is, fairness means they are still

centre-left, though destined after their

parliamentary election to be one of 2008's

prime movers.

Strictly speaking a grand coalition: the

socialist LSAP is part of the government.

That said, Juncker's the CSV is so

dominant and the LSAP very much junior,

that the government remains right of

centre.

Calderón is in many ways a traditional

Roman Catholic liberal conservative. He is

for flat tax, immigration reform and has

introduced a cap on public sector wages.

Despite the fact that numerically

Balkenende's government would appear

more centre right, its stability is questionable,

as has been the case with many recent Dutch

governments. This is Balkenende's fourth

cabinet and was formed on 9 February 2007.

11. For figures see http://www3.diputados.gob.mx
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New Zealand

Norway

Poland

Portugal

Slovak Republic

Spain

2005

2005

2007

2005

2006

2004

Prime Minister Helen

Clark (Labour Party)

Prime Minster Jens

Stoltenberg

(Norweigian Labour

Party, leading a

coalition of Labour

Socialist Left and

Centre Party)

Prime Minister Donald

Tusk (Civic Platform,

leading a coalition with

Polish Peasant Party)

Prime Minister Jose

Socrates (Socialist

Party)

Prime Minster Robert

Fico (Direction – Social

Democracy, in a

coalition with HDS and

SNS)

Prime Minister Jose

Luis Rodriguez

Zapatero (Spanish

Socialist Workers'

Party)

� Green Left 7

� D66 3

� Party for Animals 2

� Political Reformed Party 2

� Labour Party 31

� National Party 31

� Maori Party 4

� Others 3

� Labour 61

� Progress Party 38

� Conservative Party 23

� Socialist Left 15

� Christian Democratic Party 11

� Centre Party 11

� Liberal Party 10

� Civic Platform 209

� Law and Justice 166

� German Minority 1

� Polish Peasant Party 31

� Left and Democrats 53

� Socialist Party 121

� Social Democratic Party 75

� Unitarian Democratic Coalition 14

� People's Party 12

� Left Bloc 8

� Direction – Social Democracy 50

� Christian Union and Democratic Party 31

� Slovak National Party (SNS) 20

� Party of Hungarian Coalition

(HDS) 20

� People's Party 15

� Christian Democratic Movement 14

� Spanish Socialist Workers' Party

164

� People's Party 148

� Convergence and Unity

(Catalans) 10

� Republican Left of Catalonia 8

� Basque Nationalists 7

� Others 13

Centre-left

Centre-left

Centre-right

Centre-left

Centre-left

Centre-left

Clark governs by means of complex

agreements made with independents for

them not to vote against her government in

return for ministerial positions outside of the

cabinet. These idiosyncratic arrangements

notwithstanding, she is in her third term,

though may not make a fourth.

This is Stoltenberg's second left of centre

cabinet. His longevity, allied to solid

centre-left policies and the heavily left-

biased political contours of Norway, mean

that he is a strong contender for most

stable centre-left OECD government.

Centre-right new man Tusk has a solid set

of conservative policies, though a slim

coalition majority.

Socrates has reformed the civil service

and instituted many public service reforms.

He has a decent parliamentary lead over

his rivals.

A bizarre coalition here. The SNS, one of

Direction-Social Democracy's

parliamentary allies, is regarded as a far

right party. Direction-Social Democracy

has been criticised in many quarters for

pursuing this alliance with them.

Zapatero's policies have been solidly

centre-left. He has withdrawn troops from

Iraq, legalised same sex marriages and

declared an amnesty for illegal immigrants.

In a fractured political landscape, time will

tell whether in 2008 he receives a further

mandate.
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Sweden

Switzerland

Turkey

United Kingdom

United States

2006

2007

2007

2005

2004

Prime Minister Fredrik

Reinfeldt (Moderate

Party, leading the

coalition Alliance for

Sweden: Moderate Party,

Centre Party, Liberal

People's Party and

Christian Democrats)

Grand Federal Coalition

Prime Minister Recep

Tayyip Erdogan (AKP:

Justice and

Development Party)

Prime Minister Gordon

Brown (Labour)

President George W.

Bush (Republican

Party)

� Social Democrats 130

� Moderate Party 97

� Centre Party 29

� Liberal People's Party 28

� Christian Democrats 24

� Left Party 22

� Green Party 19

� People's Party 62 (+7)

� Social Democrats 43 (-9)

� Free Democrats 31 (-5)

� Christian Democrats 31 (+3)

� Greens 20 (+7)

� Liberals 4(-)

� Green liberals 3(+3)

� Evangelical People's Party 2 (-1)

� FDU 1 (-1)

� Labour 1 (-1)

� Ticino League 1 (-)

� Christian Social Party 1 (-)

� Justice and Development (AKP)

341 (-23)

� Republican People's Party 112 (-66)

� Nationalist Movement Party 71 (+71)

� Independents 26 (+18)

� Labour 352

� Conservative 194

� Liberal Democrat 63

� Scottish National Party/Plaid Cymru 9

� (SNP 6/PC 3)

� Democratic Unionist 9

� Sinn Fein 5 (Have not taken their

seats and cannot vote)

� Social Democratic & Labour Party 3

� Independent 3

� Independent Conservative 1

� Independent Labour 1

� Ulster Unionist 1

� Democrats 233

� Republicans 202

Centre-right

Grand Coalition

Centre-right

Centre-left

Centre-right

Sweden are a centre-right coalition

government that governs without support of

the largest supported party, the social

democrats. Notwithstanding this, the 2006

election saw the worst result ever for the

social democrats in a general election with

universal suffrage. Reinfeld, an impressive

centre-right reformer, continues.

Switzerland actually had elections for both

houses during 2007. We have, however,

decided not to include them in the snapshot

analysis of part one as the Swiss way is to

apportion the executive based not upon

suffrage but by formula (though the 'magic

formula' can be amended, as the People's

Party's Christoph Blocher managed in 2003).

The figures in these elections fit with many of

our other results: a breakdown in support for

social democrats and a rise in support for

the ever ebullient centre-right People's Party.

Turkey retains its avowedly centre-right

governemnt. Its leader, former Islamist,

now west-friendly conservative, Erdogan,

toasted victory in 2007 with a massive

majority that is surely the gold standard for

centre-right victories.

Gordon Brown was appointed on 27 June

2007. After an initial high, his stock has

fallen somewhat. Opinion polls have

attributed large leads to the conservatives,

perhaps enough even to form a majority

government in a future election. Yet

Brown's current parliamentary lead,

coupled with the fact that he is likely to be

installed until 2010, means that his

government is stable for now.

The USA are in a period of political volatility.

Bush and the Republicans lost control of

the lower house in 2006, after heavy losses

in the mid-term elections. The forthcoming

2008 election is too difficult to call. These

are exciting times for the OECD's richest

and most populated member state.
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4
The Year Ahead: A Swing in the Balance

If political parties fought over the centre ground in 2007, 2008 may yet see
them retreat to more entrenched positions. As mentioned in part 2, the first
blow will come from the right, when Lee Myung-bak and his Grand National
Party take charge of the South Korean executive and its ailing economy in
February. The conservative, economically liberal platform upon which he
campaigned, coupled with the comprehensive manner of his victory, represents
a significant coup for the centre-right at the beginning of the year.

Looking further on, the undoubted heavyweight of the global tilt, the USA,
limbers up for its presidential and congressional elections. In many ways it will
be pivotal. A shift of America’s vast resources and population from the centre-
right to the centre-left would be enough to turn the GDP and population
statistics of part 1 on their heads. As an example, if the USA had been
controlled by the centre-left in 2007, a little over half the industrialised world’s
economy would have been controlled by the centre-left, with only around a
third controlled by the centre-right.

Two less weighty, though no less interesting elections, certainly, in terms of the
qualitative trends, will be those scheduled to take place in Spain and in New
Zealand. If indeed the centre-left continues to fragment, it will be fascinating
to see how Zapatero’s government fares. In New Zealand, meanwhile, some
commentators are predicting further gains for the centre-right National party at
the expense of the long serving Labour Prime Minister, Helen Clark. These
results will help determine whether the centre-left capitalise on Kevin Rudd's
victory and initiate a wider movement to reclaim the centre-ground, or indeed
whether the centre-right continue to hold their position, triangulate more
successfully, or even to improve and rise.

US and Spanish elections are the ones to watch

Figure 7: Elections 2008

OECD Country Date of Election Comments

Spain 9 March Polls place Zapatero narrowly in front

South Korea 9 April Expect gains for the centre-right following the success of Lee Myung-bak

New Zealand by 15 November Commentators predict some gains for the centre-right National party

USA 4 November This result is very much in the balance
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OECD Country Sitting Government: left or right GDP (PPP USD, millions)** Population*

Australia Centre-left 778,601 20,701,488

Austria Grand Coalition 321,730 8,223,306

Belgium n/a 392,706 10,478,617

Canada Centre-right 1,270,625 32,623,490

Czech Republic Centre-right 141,249 10,234,092

Denmark Centre-right 277,334 5,415,978

Finland Centre-right 209,678 5,246,096

France Centre-right 2,234,388 60,873,484

Germany Grand Coalition 2,888,699 82,464,344

Greece Centre-right 307,856 11,103,929

Hungary Centre-left 111,990 10,087,065

Iceland Grand Coalition 15,642 295,864

Ireland Centre-right 218,090 4,130,722

Italy Centre-left 1,848,001 58,607,043

Japan Centre-right 4,434,993 127,756,000

Korea Centre-left 872,789 48,297,200

Luxembourg Centre-right 40,520 457,250

Mexico Centre-right 829,618 104,874,202

Netherlands Grand Coalition 663,929 16,335,900

New Zealand Centre-left 105,986 4,139,500

Norway Centre-left 333,924 4,623,291

Poland Centre-right 335,675 38,161,313

Portugal Centre-left 191,777 10,549,424

Slovak Republic Centre-left 55,072 5,390,923

Spain Centre-left 1,225,007 44,096,877

Sweden Centre-right 382,825 9,089,400

Switzerland Grand Coalition 374,583 7,484,300

Turkey*** Centre-right 392,336 67,803,927

United Kingdom Centre-left 2,372,504 60,209,452

United States Centre-right 13,192,290 296,410,404

Totals 30 36,820,417 1,166,164,881

*Source: UN Stats Mid Year Estimate for 2005-06 taken from latest available censuses. Last updated 1 October

2007 http://unstats.un.org/unsd/democratic/products/vitstats/seriesa2.htm

**Source: UN Stats updated August 2007 http://unstats/unsd/snaama/countryList.asp

***No accurate mid-year population estimate available for Turkey. Figures taken from 2000 census

12. 'A 300 millionth American: Don't Ask Who' New York Times 18 October 2006

Appendix
Research Methodology:
GDP, Population and the Centre-right,

Reproduced below is a full list of GDP and population statistics for the OECD
countries as at December 31st 2007. Note, the latest available United Nations
statistics have been used in all cases, for the sake of consistency, even though
other sources place the numbers differently. Earlier this year, for example, there
was much excitement over America’s ‘three hundred millionth citizen,’12 however
this new figure is not reflected in the latest UN set.
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Is the industrialised world in 2007 controlled by the left or the right?
The elections of Thatcher and Reagan opened an era of the free-market
right that dominated the 1980s, while Bill Clinton's election in 1992 was
a harbinger of a revived centre-left. Since 2000, there has been a
renewed advance of the centre-right.

The Global Political Monitor, the first report of its kind, is both a

review of the 2007 political year and a comprehensive analysis of the
strength of the centre-left and the centre-right in the industrialised
world. In terms of percentage GDP and population controlled, electoral
results and the overall balance of power, the centre-right continues to
dominate the picture, though 2007 saw some setbacks. Whether
these are part of a wider shift back to the centre-left is a key question,
the answer to which may ultimately be found in the US Presidential and
Congressional elections of 2008.
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